
American bassy,

dear Bill

To continu, from vhe .,"’". of. .,-’ our i
conversation: I made inqry at svr! la, schools ith a
vi-w %o locatin able young m o might like to
Soviet lw. Finally, %he-au’!oriies at he Harv.rd
School brought tO my aigh] econded a

He Comes .fr sn e:’.ll,...,..nt-, r_k,c."o island
his father a succesal ’ t
yo-g as .:.ted fir fom The -I Schooi
fm Yal, d In<une from the Hs.s. La School.
he was in the first tnth of his clas ad was avarded one of

t. he has in.’Europe ,’ time
.one snor"it to Russia,

I arrngedfim to talk wit! essr. Phillip
and .kel .y
bassy d a dosen or more oth.r popl. Eve one cons/Ited
has approved the idea of havi ome e study Soviet l:r and
eve one hs been impss by r. Hazard’ s personali and
ability. . recommendat&on e truste of .:..- In.ti-
tute have appropriated money to help make the study possible.
(r. Hazard ha some privah mes of hi o). He ?as mde
application for a viet -sa and the rsquest, I beliw, has
been referred to oscow with a favorable recomen({ation ’ro
this ed.

I believe Mr. Haa is competent, .oroughiy
ble, and worthy of being given ev.ez’y encourag.e-nt. Fur-
th,oe.. oi" con%ig with a nbr of people
hose av/value, I m grsat!y t, in the
t?aat having such a yog man tudy Soviet i.., will in long

prove adv,na,,;ou o bo Soviet and Aericn

With best .he, I am

Yours sicrly,



August

Dear r. Skviry:

Sever.! days ago Nr.
pp!Icticn for a visa a ok to t

a letter from me regadi t Institute. I have jut

long conwration three or four days go. I beiioe
i c be of help to him fom time t time,



VITAIJ STATISTICS ON JOIN N.IZiRD

Descr%Ption- Height-
Weight- 140 lbs.
Hair- Brown
Eyes- Brown
ace-hin

Family-
Sister- Mrs. Hugh R.Leavell

2350 Speed Ave.
Louisville, ..y.

Brother-Gibson Del(alb Hazard
Sweet Road
Ea st Aurora, N. Y.

Aunts- Mrs. J.Warner Fobes,
The Lily Pads,
Peace Dale,R. I.

Mrs. Courtenay DeKalb,
829 N. yndall Avenue,
Tcson, Arizona.

Mrs R.R. Robinson,
Wakefield, R. I.

Uncle- Mr. l.Peace Hazard
The Castle,
Narragansett, R..I.

Home address:

West Lake Road,
Skaneatele s, N. Y.

Teleplone 165.
Caretaker-Mr. Albert Huxford,

Box Z2-Skaneateles,N. Y.



August 24,1934.

Mr. alter Rogers.

Dear Mr. Rogers;

Last week end I happened to talk to r. obert mhomas,Sr.
about Mr. Antonius. Mr. Thomas has travelled extensively through the
Near East and seems to have uite a kno ledge of affairs out there. H e
was greatly interested in Mr. utoius and in hs prospective sainar
at Princeton. Mr. Thomas is himself a Princeton alumnus. He is also
President of his company which is a large manufacturer of electrical
eqipment.

Mr. Thomas has asked me to have the Institute inform
him when Mr. Antomius gives his lectures at Princeton. ould you be
kind enough to keep this in mind.



Moscow, U. S. S. R., August 30, 1934.

Dear Walter

I was delighted to get your letter of August 3

and I hope that you will ask Mr. Hazard to call on

me as soon as he arries in Moscow. I shall be n]ore

than glad to do anything that I can for him and I

hope that he will keep in touch with me while he is

here.

Hov are things going at home? Will you take

the trouble to send me a few Words of wisdom?

Every good wish to you and good luck.

Yours very sincerely,

William C. Bullltt.

Walter S. Rogers, Esquire,

Institute of Current World Affairs,

522 Fifth Avenue,

New York, N. Y.





ble you : ou sla your
of vie1 d rega :er other
factors v-olv in t’.ne dong, it do not eem
feasible at preset defoe fl

eng,g in your-Sdy or le ravellg,

Nnd.sr the
is that y go issia, .ush on w.- y-our stu f

Russian laago nd o.f
deti!ed accosts far .hile of %h c-s f: living
th-er., d prpre yourself to
: review of your work
lucre activities and set,n for estimate of llk-

cost, .e.ant.e e Intiate ill provide y fds

ted at he in e nelgho of two :cdred
dollar a mn wl robhly i:;,rove
your arrival Moscow you wi nobly h office s to
ds need rra end t h.: in y<ur Judnt
i ne best wy of tr:mttin tho you.



S. S. Europa,
September 6,1934

Dear r. Bogers:

I appreciated your coming down to the boat.
Thank you so much.

This has proved a very iteresting trip. The
accommodations have been excellent, and due to the fact that

lloed to smim daily their pool. I have only praise for
the German boats, d for those who prefer a selected group,
they are the best way across due to the Nazi policies.

To my surprise I found that quite by accident
my cabin mate was Mr. John B.?hitney, of Buffalo, formerly
with the Dupont Co. in Wilmington. He is returning to the
Soviet Union as a consulting Chemical Engineer after a previous
period of two years there. His wife and child were with him
before and will join him later this time. He has be.n full
of pointers and is very reassuring about my being able to settle
down and getting into the life. I am taking his trunk up for
him to Leningrad on the ship, as he is going down to Geneva first.
In Russia every one does some little thing for another,and
I gather that it is much like primitive communities where
one who does a favor is granteda privileged position, So I was
glad to do this for him, and I hope to have made a valuable
contact. He is !one of the active enthusiastic type of Americans
who gall the c6ns-rvative group of our countrymen, but there
is room for al types on one’s list of acquaintances.

A Mr. I.N.Matveef and his wife are on board. He
was an oicer i.in the Bed Army which fought Wrangel at Odessa.
I gather that h-e is of some importance in Russia. He has been
purchasing machine tools in the United States and has aquired
an effortless English. He professes to be a pacifist and has
decried the way Japan-has been prodding Russia. He feels
certain that Japan could gain nothing by a war due to the
difficulty of populating Siberia, and he is much more concerned
with the-dangers on the Nest-ern frontiers. He has little faith
in Germany,nor does he think that alliances now existing in
rope would mean a thing in the event of a struggle. He has
only the highest praise for Litvinov,calling him"slow"but the
most careful and wisest man in European diplomacy. Lenin is
almost his God, whereas he considers Trotsky brilliant but
without a plan or a purpose. He feels certain that Trotsky is
now working to embarrass the present government of the USSR.
He thinks that I will find living difficult in Moscow, and his
wife is very skeptical of my being able to stick it out. She was
a nurse in Leningrad during the February Revolution. They have
expressed a hope of seeing me in oscow. It would be a very
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pleasant acquaintanceship, and I hope that they are sincere in
their expression of good will.

A ajor J.D.Flynn of the British Army has been a very
congenial friend. He was a Captain in the British force at
Odessa which fought with Wrangel against the Regiment in which
Matvef served. atveef and the ajor have hd some pretty
heated argummts, but withall very friendly. The ajor also
srved with the. Allied forces at Archangel. He told me that
th Americans were inexcusable up there.Not only would they
refuse to fight when ordered, but they practically broke down
the morale of the regular British Army. He sees no reason why
the Soviet Gov’t can claim damages for that part of the
American intervention. He says that the Americans did almost
ne damage, and due to their practical mutiny they can scarcely
be said to have had any effect as a force exerting pressure on
the Bolshevik Governmmt. The Najer has been a King’s essenger
of recent years .and is now returning to his Regiment from a
Mission in the United States.

y. companions on deck by my chair are a Mr. rand Mrs.
T.E.Bubeck, of the Baptist Mission Board. They are eturning to
their post in the Belgian Congo. I have rarely met a more liberal
minded missionary. He tells me that medicine comes first with
them, and through that they conduct their religious work. We
had a short talk on the lines suggested by Loissy. He is
apparently well informed on that angle, and equally well
instructed with documentary rferences refuting much of the
argument as to authenticity of the Gospel stories. I rather
think that he is an example of the sectarian theologian of
which you sRoke, but at any ate he is alert to the problems. He
is Very critical of the way Belgium has handled her colony.
Every effort is made to exploit, d there is very little
effort to buldl up the Congo. Brutality is apparently not
unusual.

There are several younger men on board,two of them
being Yale classmates of mine. There is also a group of
Ford engineers on their way to construct a plant at Strasbourg.
I have been working on Russian, and have finished Mr. Crane’ s
book on the Kr.emlin. It is a very good warning. The watchword
and moral from it seem to be "Look out for everyone as a spy
of the GPU". I shall take heed. Your book on the History of
Economics is so interesting and such an encyclopedia that I
hate to send it back. I may do so, but I am most anxious to
keep it by me. Mr. Whitney tells me that classes in economics
are conducted for foreigners in Moscow. He tells me that rarely
has he spent better evenings.. I shall enjoy attending some if
they are still given.

I am most appreciative of all you are doing for me. You
may be sure that I will put into this everything I have. If it
does not work out as wehoped,I will not be able to blame any
lack of industry. My regards to the group in the Office.
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Kiel, Germany.
September 13,1934.

Dear r. Rogers;

We were due to land in Leningrad today,but
we are here at Kiel in a disabled cohdition and awaiting repairs.
This voyage has been a nightmare, but withall a great experience.
After seven years of operation without a single mishap(so they
tell us), this ship started on a series of them which has
finally left us here. We sailed promptly from London, but had
hardly dropped our pilot at the mouth of the Thames, when the
head of one of the cylinders on the diesel motor cracked. It
took sevenourto repair it as we floated in the North ea. The
next day the same thing happened on another cylinder and we bobbed
about for eleven hours. The next runing day we broke do
entirely just after taking on the pilot at the mouth of the
Elbe and so we anchored for twenty-five hours. Then began the
very beautiful trip through the Kiel canal. It is much like
Holland at the Western end, and a model landscape--everything
in heat order and spotless. About half way through our compressor
broke down, and we dropped out of line to $ait until late fternoon
until a tug arrived to tow us to Kie!. any of the passengers
ar American and English tourists with very limited time and you
can easily picture the growing rage of the grouO. Finally the
Captain ade the first announcement of the trip(before that no
one ever had any information) and told us that we should hav
to wait here at least three or four days, and that there was
no way for us to help ourselves, as many. technical border
difficulties prevented the trip overland. Just what these are
has never been. made clear. I myself am little concerned, as I
consider it better to wait with the boat,not only because of the
greater convenice with my luggage,but because of the e
very definite hostility evidenced on the part of the Russians to
those who wish to leave. I feel that it would be inadvisable to
incurr their displeasure when undoubtedly some one here is
making notes for the files. So I cannot say when we shall sail
on but you may know by my next letter’s date how late we really
were.

As a matter of fact this has been a very pleasant
trip. Not only has the weather been perfect,but we have ah
musual group on the boat,which is itself quite comfortable. There
are the tourists who are quite the same anywhere, and in addition,
a group of Belgian Communists on their way to assist in publishing
the daiy French paper in Noscow. They have been great fun, and
@ood practice for my French. There is an Austrian journalist,a
Polish woman journalist, two Soviet engineers,the wife and
daughter of the British Consttl at Leningrad,a Russian who has
been with Amtorg ih the States for three years,two German-
Americans who share my cabin, a Russian-American workman going
back to look things over, two Russian-American boys going back
to live in the Union, and several English engineers. We have a
gay tim chatting and dancing, and the crew enter into it all.
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That is one of the interesting features of the boat. The crew are
in the position of friends of the passengers. They enter into our
games and entertainment, and are to be addressed at all times as
"comrades". Their quarters are quite as comfortable as the
minimum rate cabins, and they have an assembly room with piano,
vigtrola,and library. All three classes on the boat are allowed
to run together and are given the same food. The only difference
is in the size and location of the cabins,first class being on
A deck, second on B, and third on C.

I have used every available moment to speak Russian. I
find that I have already developed a kitchen Russian, although I
have difficulty in understanding what is being said to me. These
extra days are really a help as they have i;iven me added time to
accustom myself to the spoken language. Ican easily see,however,
that it will be some months efore I can swing into legal study.
I must busy myself with the grammar for some tme, and hope that
the class in International Law is still being conducted in French..

I spent my time in Englan in an interesting way. The night
we landed I went down to Hyde Park and listened to the speakers.It
happened that Thursday night was the weekly Communist gathering. The
speaers ranged from the fiery revolutionary worker, to the keen
intelctual revolutionary. The latter had real power and visibly
swayed the group f some two hundred peopie around him. His topic
s centered around criticism of Moseley’s fascists, but in the
course of it he developed the Communist attitude on free speech. He
stated that the Communists could never countenance free speech if
they came to power. The capitalist press must be forever silenced.
If the workers’ party believes in abolishing capitalism, how could
it countenance a continuing capitalist press.Apparently communism
was to be almost a religion, so good for the public that it shld
be e e thrust upon them,even though a group might not like it.His
attitude was not one of educating the public to demand communis,but
of establi@hing a communistic society, and then showing them how
fine it was to live in such a community.

The following day I snt in the Bowe Street Police Court.
The Law Courts were ot in session. A very fine Judge was on the
bench, and we had a long series of cases running from drunkenness
and disorder,though larceny to counterfeiting. The latter was
particularly interesting, as being a crime against the State, it
was of extraordinary seriousness, and evidence was submitted by
a Scotland Yard detective, and t cross exarinations was done by
hhe King’s counsel instead of the regular public prosecutor. I made
notes on the cases and the sentaes. I am keeping them for reference
when I witness similar magistrates courts in Russia. The Communist
speaker at Hyde ark had criticized British justice for its leanings
against the working man. There was an atmosphPm in the Court room
which might have been thought to support that statement, if one
were primed to look for it. I am looking for an opportunity to
compare the atmosphere in the Soviet Courts.

The repairing we have watched on this boat has been quite
a liberal education in engineering. You would have enjoyed being
ere. Much of it is wasted on me?I am afraid.

With all good wishes.
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Moscow, Sep.S3 ’34.

Dear Mr. Rogers:

We arrived at Leningrad September Oth, and
I was able to catch the night train out so that I was able
to start looking around here immediately.

The three days in Kiel were quite an -eye opener.
I was surprised at the changes since my last trip to Germany
in 1928. The friendly interest in Americans was gone. I walked
into tonon one of the days to find that there was little of
real interest,so that the other two days we spent out at
the harbor where the boat was docked. The Hitler campaign has
gone beyond anything I ever dreamed. His name now replaces
all other forms of greeting. qen I changed a dollar at the
Bank, the clerk in pushing over the change to me raised his
hand and sai "Hell Hitler." "hen people called on the ’phone
the last word they said when they hung up the receiver was
"Hitler". Children ran to the canal banks and shouted Heil
Hitlerat our boat. One day I sat by the canal reading a book.
Two boys about twenty-one came along. I looked up an nodded
in a friendly way. They both raised their hands and said "Hei!
Hitler". As I had already greeted them and as I was not a
German, but obviously a foreigner I thought it unnecessary to
repeat their greeting except to answer it with another nod.
They walked on and I returned to my book, only to be surprised
a moment later when an orange flew by my head,fortumety
just missing its mark. When I told some passengers on the
ship of the indident, they thought it might be because the
boys had seen that I was off of a Soviet Steamer, and took
me for a Russian. That may have been the explanation, but in
any event the incident occu’rHed, and I can asure you that
I did not provoke it by anything resembling freshness or
lack of reverence. One of my cabinmates was a naturalized
American,formerly a German. He had a German visa so that he
could go to Hamburg during our stay in port. On his return
he was full of stories he had heard at his Uncle’s. He said
that it was impossible for for@gners to keep out of trouble
even when they were quiet and not belligerent. His Uncle tod
him that only 1/3 ofthe Germans ,were in favor of this regime
but that that third was the force, and the rest dared do
nothingbt to@ the mark. Nor did this Uncle think that this
majority would throw off the rulers, as the majority had
nothing but numbers, and the rulers had all the power.

As I sat by, thcanal I was interested in
target practice on the m lit;ry range near the canal. Machine
guns peppered from to , and the men were consta_ly drilling.
No objection wasevidence to a walk I took out by the range
to look things over. I was impressed by the discipline of the
men and the rigorousness of the drills. At another time I saw
one of the so-called shovel brigades. They wear a gray loose
fitting uniform and military cap. They are not supposed to
be soldiers, and are definitely outside the limits of the
Versailles Treaty quota, but they had a military look about
them and were very proficient at marching. The impression



one gets is of a militant Germany.

On the brighter side we had another experience. One
evening we crossed the canal to a beer arden on the
outskirts of the town. The Naval cadets were just celebrating
the end of their summer art.lery practice. The Inn was
filled,.with cadets and sailors A friend and I sat in a
corner, but were soon pulled into the crowd, and asked to
join in the student and sailor songs, and Anchors Aweigh
was rendered in our honor. Some of the officers had been on
the good-will cruise of the Karue this past win@@r when
it touched at Boston. They told us they hoped we would carry
back a pleasant idea of ermany, and so they welcomed us
into their group.

People I meet tell me that the larger German centers are
not so demonstrative in their enthusiasm for Hitler. Perhaps
the small places have not as much sense of humor, and so
carry out to the letter all decrees and supposed decrees. Th
reputed order that all young girls braid their hair in two
braids is obeyed everywhere in Kiel and is only an example of
the way daily life is being regulated and the regulations
obeyed. I realize that my view of Germany was far too short
and too restrictd to come to any conclusion. For that re,on
I have tried to draw none. I thought you might be interested
in the observations I made and th gossip I heard.

On arrival at Leningrad we found everything beautifully
arranged at the customs. We were called in small groups and
very polite officials examined our luggage. They seemed to
be fully aware of the length of the stay I hope to make and
were most considerate,finding nothing forbidden or in too
large a quantity in my luggage. Intourist took me in hand
and arranged for meals at the Astoria during the day. That is
as ood an hotel as any in the world, and very efficiently
managed. Service is quite prompt,_ and everything excellent.
It was an extraordinary change from l80 and a very pleasant
start for me. I spent the day walking about to see the buildings
I remembered from my previous trip. I was surprised to find
that the Winter Palace and several of the other buildings had
been repaired and repainted. In fact the sights of the tn
had been replaced their former glorious position, and the
impression made on the tourist is noticeable. With my broken
Russian I talked to a few who came up to me on the park benches.
They were quite happy and all interested in what they were
doing. On every hand they asked me whther it was better in
America? he impossibility of comparison between the wo
countrie due to their different peoples and temperaments makes
an answer impossible. If you come over some time, do allow
yourself enough time to really see Leningrad, for it is well
worth the time. Just to stand in the various historical places
and think over what has gone on in them is a real thrill.

That evening I took the night train to Moscow. It is
already getting cool, and the ride was a bit chilly, but
otherwise uneventful. We arrived the next morning, and after
some time I settled down in the Hotel. Th,e Open Road man
took me in hand, and has been busy ver since getting things
arranged. Things move leisurely, but I hope within ten days
to et fully settled. I have seen r. Skvirsky, and he tells
me that all will be smooth. Prof.Harper has advixed me on
procedure to get certain things done. I have appointments at



the Embassy tomorrow, and as it loks now all will go as
hoped for, although it will take time. Our Embassy keeps
Saturdays and Sundays,while the Soviet Offices are,of
course,on the five day week, so that there are continual
delays, in overlapping holidays.

Moscow is a changed city since my last visit. If the
Union goes as far in the next four years as it has in the
past four we shall see great things. Of course, it is still
a country very different from our own, but bearing that in
mind the traveller will marvel at what has actually been
accomplished.

My health is good and I am in high spirits, so that
I hope to be really efficiently at work once we can get the
preliminaries out of the way.

With all good wishes.
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ACerican Consular,
Moscow,USR.,
..ctober I ,934.

Dear Mr. Rogers:

I am at last settled in a room_ and hard at work.
The Open Road man was successful in fmr me a place with a
family composed of’a middle-aged couple and their children, a
boy of some 21, and a girl of 5. The Father is a Professor
of Psychology,the Nother des work in a clinic for nervous
diseas the son is studying r.t the University to be a radio
physicist, and the daughter is takingthe general course in the
high school. They speak Russian almost all of the time, and
only break into French when it is needed to make certain that
I understand some direction. As a result our conversations
are quite humorous but I have plenty of courage in speaking and
go right on making new mistakes which put them into gaffes of
laughter. All is quite cmfortable as thi.ngs go,although the
general policy of conserving fuel makes the rooms pretty cold.
My woolen underwear is going to be very useful, and as it looks
now I will not be able to put off much longer the day when I
start wearing it. I am given a breakfast a bit more substantial
than the usual Continental one but somewhat less than the
customary American one. Then at three ’clock e have the big
meal of the day. The food is ample and nourishing which is all
one could want. I can get tea and bread around seven, but some
days I find that I miss the even-ng supper we have at home, and
then I go doom to the little restaurant at the hotel. You see that
I am well cared for as far as food goes.

I have been forttmate in etting a splendid teacher
of Russian. Se is a trained teacher, and although that costs
more than the regular run of interpreters who make a try at
teaching Professor Harper thinks it is best to do the thing right.
We have lessons every day except the day off(every sixth), and to
make up for that we have a double lesson on one of the days.
She comes here to me so that I !ose as little time as possible.
She has many friends among the lawyers an.d has done some legal
work herself, so that this co_tact ought to prove of gr:eat
value.

Mr. Skvirsky was very cordial when I saw him, and
has been good enough tell the Foreign Office about my work and
as a result all seems to be arranged officially.The F.0. has been
kind enough to offer assistance in every way, and to help me
when I start in at the Institute.

I have had the good fortu-,e to meet a young fellow,
raduate of the Harvard Law School who rigina!ly came over here
summers as a tour leader and last year stayed on to study. He has
had a year at the Institute of Law, and is going to be invaluable
in assisting me with red tape. I find that no courses are given
in any language but Russian so that at the present I have decided
to concentrate on that alone. Such would have been the procedure
if I had gone to Paris and on the advice of a!lincluding Prof.
Harper I am planning to d that.fter some four to si months, I
h_pe to be able to take a six months course given to prepare Judges
for their work it is a survey course and will open the oicture.
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so that on my return next year I will be able to follow along the
lines which appear most fruitful.eanwhile this law student has
introduced me to a rofessor of law who is anxious to speak
English and already speaks French. We are hoping-to arrange some
conversations for the purpose of improving his English and
incidentally of giving me a chance to talk law. If the plan
succeeds,it will be a very valuable contact.

Nr. Bullitt has been very cordial, and has authorized me
to poke about the Embassy asmuch as I wish, At prsent they have
a ve capable man, who was trained at Oxford, and was formerly
a Judge in Russia. He is well informed on English and Soviet
Law and I hope to develope my acquaintanceship with him do that
he Will be anxious to have me look in on his work. To go at it
forcefully from the top would do little more than create a
hostile atmosphere I am afraid, and I would prefer starting
slowly in the reverse order. Nr. Bullitt inited me to a dance
he gave at the p&latial mansion assigned to him as a home. !
have never seen such a house even in America, and it provided a
perfect setting for a ball. The occasion was a concert tour given
by the Westminister Coir of Princeton which has been touring
the Union. I had previously heard their excellent concert. It
was a very pleasant affair, and pr-vided a chance to know some
of the Embassy staff a little less formally than in the office.
One of the Vice-consuls is an Eli, nd he has been very good

.Ia "in introducing me around, e happens to be the one worng on
citizenship problems, o t t I hope to have some fun looking
into the legal aspects of that.

Of course thiDgs move slowly, and I on!# hope I am not
ging to get slowed down like most of the Americans here. It
seems inevitable, and I have been warned on all sides. I hope
my native New England vigor will stand by me and keep me driving,
althougsuch an attitude causes a lot of disoomfort as the hours
roll by when one sits in waiting rooms for appointments.

I went to a lecture in rench at the Institute the other
night. It was oiven by a Frenchman who hads the Association
Juridique Internationale which works to protect the rights of
workers all over the world. He spoke about this International
group of larders and particularly of their efforts at the Lepsig
trial. Although most of his each was only a review of the
work of the Association,most of which I had heard before,the
lecture gave me a chance to see the. Institute in peration and
to catbh the spirit of the place. They publish a bulletin like
our law reviews, and I look forward to the time when I can
read it.

Winter is coming down. Last night was the first slight
snowfall. Every one is now beginning to shiver, and the Americans
are getting out the winter _uderwear. I am told that I must get
a fur coat and that nothing else will suffice. ?rtunately the
cost is not exorbitant. I submit hevith my accounting of the
trip to Noscow. At the ,d of the first month I will submit the
account for living expense. I think your estimate will be ample
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although the expenses are somewhat differently distributed than
I had expected. Room is not as high,wereas food and lessons
are more than I expected. Prof. Harper informs me that I must
plan to attend the theater often as the best practice in hearing
the best Russian. He tells me that he found that his best
laboratory,going alone and making a business of it and not
going .to it for pleasure. On his advice I am planning to do
that with your permission. Vv%at I save on the room will make
it possible without in any way exceeding the budget. You may
be sure that I am a conservative spender.

Please use the consulate as my address. Nail come through
faster there than elsewhere, and is handled carefuly.

As to remitting funds. ! find that the usual procedure
for those wholive here is to open an account,Type A, with
the Bank for Foreign Trade to which account the money should be
remitted directly. The number of my account is No. 3819,
drafts should be drawn to the order of the Bank, to be
credited to the account with that number, and sent to them
directly by Chase or American Express or by your own bankers.
You notify me personally, of having sent the draft, and then
I go to the Bank and ask if they have received the money. It
takes about three weeks for the credit to come through. If
Barrett wants to ask any questions, the Open Road is equipped
to answer. I will have sufficient funds to go until:i!December.
You might start a monthly mitanee in time to be credited here
by December 1st. That means getting it off during the first week
in November. If you send it for $00.00 we can get started, and
if we find that it is costing less than that to live, I will
nntify you to diminsh the spring checks.

I trust that all goes well with you and your family,
Please extend to those I know my best wishes.

Sincerely yoursi



Octobn ,i94

Your flrSt thre lettirs ive bi rcivd-
sud enjyed. I certa whthr our udztnding
as that I should use my judgment ss to distributing
copies of such letters or whethr you ould indlc?te
your _shes in each Case. Plea let me ow yar
prefence.

About ten ago I -eceived a reply from
Axabas,sedor lllitt to my lttr in which I informed im
bout you and your platens. e promised to be !el!2.fl

possible.

Cordi:l greetings to you and Harper.

M. John .
ew Moscow
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Dear Mro Rogers:

y last letter was written just before Mr. Bullitt
gave the dance for the visiting American Choir. It was a gala affair,
although as far as I could discern limited to the staff of the
Embassy and Consulate, the newspaper men, and a few outsiders
togtr with the mixed choir of some forty voices. It gave me a
chane tD- see the,,residential,,Embassy if it may be called such.
The offices and the Consulate are in a very large pillared
building in the center of tovm which also contains suites for
nearly all of the career men and their wives. This other building
is in the resid.ential part of town, as it happens,very near my
home. It is a former home of some wealthy merchant and is done
in the grand manner. A. very large marble ballroom with crystal
chandelier of Potsdam proportions is the striking feature, and
adjoining is a formal reception room of no small proptions.
Across the hall is a very livable but large living room furnished
in American style-the ballroom and reception room were urnished
in Empire style. A spacious dining room is at the other end of
the ballroom. A very large and splendid jazz orchestra played and
there was a typical American buffet served, which seemed unusually
plentiful to those of us who had come from quiet family homes.
Not the least of the attractions was the opport]ity of being in
a heated house for some five hours. A large peasant choir in
gaudy costumes sang some very interesting peasant songs and danced.
I enjoyed this opportunity to meet so many of the American colony
informally. Fr. Bullitt was the perfect host that he is always
described as being.

Some evenings later Major Faymonville, the Military
Attache at the Embassy,to whom Dr. J.BoScott had given me a letter
invited me to dinner. The Major is said to be one of the ablest me
over here. He was the eBerver appointed to atteri Gral Graves
in Siberia and was sent out with the Japanese troups as an impartial
observer to Watch what the "Whites" wer doing under their reputedly
infamous generals. The Major has brought with him one of the most
complete libraries on Russla,war, and politics it has ever been
my plasure to sere. It is much largerethan most of those in American
homes and is not full of dress things such as inherited family sets
of Thackeray,Dickens at al. Also invited were r.and Mrs. Hendersom,
the Second Sec. of Embassy- a very close friend of r. Kelly, and
2rof. Harper tells me also a close friend of his. Also present were
Mr. and Mrs. Skvirsky. I was so pleased to have a chane to see Mr.
Skvlrsky when it was not an official call in the office. He is an
exceptionally entertaining person who has gone through more experiences
than one would ever think possible. He told of his escape fro the
Siberian Camp and his ride into Manchuria asleep in the compartment
so that he never suffered any of the fears of slipping across the
border. The guards set to watch for him just happened to have been
called away at the time. The other member of the group was Mr.
Durbro,First Vice-Consul, and in charge of nationality problems. He
is of unusual ability I should say and with an inhuman will to work.
After dinner the Major took us to hear the American choir. They ave
a very creditable performance and were enthusiastically received by
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the Russians who packed the Hall. The choir is giving a series of
five concerts in oscow and are said to have helped to change the
impression America has of beng only a country of splendid
mechanical technique but lacking in cultural pursuits. I was part-
icularY impressed with Ir. Henderson. He is a quiet man much of
Nro elly’s type,being very much of the polite diplomat, but
apparently being especially well infored. He has a serious turn
of mind and is conservative in his entertainment which is not a
conspicuosu trait among many of our representatives here. I rather
think that he will do well, although I must say I am falling back
on what you ay is the trick of vr. Crane in getting ideas which
prove correct rather than having facts to support them..

I went in this week to see the legal adviser of the Embasssy.
He is a highly trained laer,having been a judge before the Rev-
olution and also having been trained in England. He ss extremely
c urteous and has offered to be of any assistance possible.
talked over some of the work he has had to do and the typ-e of
problem which has been arising. I had previously been working on
some problems they have been considering at the Consulate. It has
given me sa. very interesting insight into the working of the
Nationality laws. We have also been trying to study the effect in
merican Courts of Soviet marriages and divorces. This will take a
long time I imagine as after drawing such conclusions as I could
I have planned to write home to several of my colleagues and ask
them if they would agree, and if possible to finG any case which
may have so far come up. I have been surprised that the Embassy
not only has no reports of Courts, but does not even have a set
of U.S.Statutes. We are someat handica!ped in our work. I have
been delighted at the opportunity to start some of this work. I find
I do my Russian uch better when I am pressed and do not have the
whole day ahead to plod along. Also it is giving me aome practical
work in Soviet law at the very start so that I can get some idea of
the picture even before I start courses. I am not letting it cut
into my study of Russian as you might well fear. A person who
relied on translations for his knowledge would be a useless cog
in the wheel. The big trouble now is that the boys doing the work
have to rely on statements of so-called specialists and ranslators
who often disagree. I can easily see that my usefullness will be
in approaching the law to get from it the kind of matter American
minds want from it. Unless a person knows what he wants, he can
seldom produce the goods, and that is the problem which faces the
translators and specialists wh have no idea what the Aerican
Court might look for hen it s faced with the problem.

Ny Russian teacher coes out here every day, and e are
making slow but steay progress. So far I am delving into a vocabulary
concerning factories,collecti.e farms,days off,Congresses of
Soviets,production, etc. It is much better than learning words which
appear in most grammars and almost novhere else, and it has the
advantage that I am &lmost abl.e to get some continuity fro
nespaper hadlines which deal almost exclusively with those subjects.

Winter is coming on. Already -e have had our first snow.I
got myself a sheepskin lineg coat and fur hat, so that I think I
will be well equipped. Goodness knows it is slready cold, and they
say this is not even a start.

I have never enjoyed any work .s much before, so you may be
sure that all is going vej e!] w_tb_ e. reetngs to you



October 151954.
Dear Mr. Rogers;

For the most part. this has been a quiet week, although
not without a great deal of profit for me. I was successful in getting
my permanent residence passport which settles the question for the
next year a least, and that relieves me of the ever-present difficulty
in getting extensions which accompanies visas granted for short
p.riods

I also had the good fortune of making the contact.
with Professor Korovin. He is most interested in the work, and says
that in three years he feels sure that we can do some real work and
make of me a well informed Soviet lawyer. I hope his predictions come
true. At present he is preparing a plan of reaing for me to develope
my background, and he has promised me an evening now and then to
discuss the material. This ve will do in French until I am a bit
handier at Russian. Right now my ability in that language is somewhat
limited, but we hope to be able to do something in Russian by the
turn of the new year. He isa very kindly middle-aged man full of
unbelievable vitality, speaking about the fastest French I have ever
heard, even in France. He knows Prof. Hudson’s writings well, although
he is inclined to the view that Prof. Hudson is a bit optimistic in
his outlookm for the future of International Law ./Perhaps his opinion is
very near the truth.)

The whole",,of the Union has been shocked by the assssinatin
of Barthou this week. He was considered The Union’s greatest friend
abroad and its father in the League of Nations. The papers have been
full of the comments from the foreign press. The assassination of his
partner in the car has arouseno sympathy and little comment.

Mr. Bullitt left on the lOth for America by way Of the
Transsiberian. He had planned to go for some time, but the last I had
heard was that thetrip was to be just before Christmas. Apparently I
was misinformed, for he has already gone. It is sai to be only a
temporary visit to the Stat.s. Perhaps you will see him while h,e there.
I regret that I only saw him twice before he left,( and one of those times
I had just emerged from a battle with the elements,this time in the form
of an army of bugs, so that I looked more like a sufferer fronB the
plague than a healthy American student. I explained to hi the reason
for my appearance, which was truly something to explain, so that I
hope he understands that on occasion I can look somewhat respectable@

I tried the theater the other night, to see how much I
had advanced in my understanding of the language. I found that the
first act I caught quite a bit, but it grew less as the acts went on.
Whether it was because the words became more difficult with the develop-
ment of the action or my attention was distracted by inc’ easing fatigue
I cannot say,but at least I have gotten to the point where I can recognize
that it is a language and I can tell which are words, and where they
begin anendo I found that the experience was very valuab@, and I
shall try and go at least once mn twice a week as Prof. ’arper suggests
as a measuring rod of my progess and for the practice one gets. The
play itself was a great sidelight on the training thmt is given the
audiences, and &-mee-a was interesting not e for its language



Professor Harper is busy seeing every person he can ind,
and is full of stories. You may hear some of those concerning our
representatives on his return. I rather think h enlarges upon the
stories a bit,but then the town runs wild with gossip as all
capitals do, and you can pick up about anyhhing you want to hear.
But the Professor has a first hand knowledge of th place which is
better than that almost any one else has, and h is going to have
worth-while things to say when he next writes. I like his frank
apprsach to everything, and we have some very interesting conver-
sations. At present his fiend Prof. right of Chicago Law School
is here, and they are busy doing the rounds of the theaters.

The two huge new hotels are nearing completion, and as the
scaffolding comes down,it makes the center of town look very
metropolitan. One will have a huge grocery store which is announced
as without equal anywhere, and is supposed to have every product. A
Similar one has just been opened in another quarter of the city
Although I have not seen it , I have seen a smaller one near us,
and they create a Very confortable picture compared with that of
some years ago. You can get about everyting but peanut buter, which
of course is the one thing I have been pining for for supper in the
evening when we get only bread and tea.

Will you have Ben see whether acillan has as yet published
"International Law and the Soviet Union"by Taracouzio Please have him
end it over as soon as he can get ahold of a copy. It was scheduled
for Fall.

We all ave colds, but I understand that is chromic here, so
that there is little to do except to see it through and hope that we
have become immunizedoOthr than that I am well, and struggling along
per schedul.e.

Very sincerely yours

JNH.
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OCtober 21,1934.

Dear Nit. Hogers;

Professor Quincy /right of the University of
Chicago Law School has been in toaq this week. I had heard him
argue with Professor Hudson last ’February in Cambridge, and
ever since I have been anxious to meet the man who had such
an unusually argumentative spirit. We had supper one evening
together with Professor Harper. r. Wright has been discussing
the Soviet attitude on nt@rnational Law with several people
here, but he has been uqable to get in touch with Professor
Korovin. I get the impression that what he heard was not uite
in keeping with his theoretical ideas, and that the practical
approach they take over here left him a bit puzzled. He is so
schooled in the idea of a body of precedents,on which the law
must stand,that he has difficulty in understanding any approach or
system which considers each case on its oven particular aCts
only and refuses to look at other earlier or even contemporary
cases. He was also concerned with the plight in which the
American Office of the Soviet Government Bond Salves Agency has
found itself since the Johnson Act. It seems that for some time
the office c6ntinued to sell these bonds. Then the director
asked the opinion of some bureau in ashington, I presume the
Attn’y General, who said they were not prepared to give an
opinion, but that if sales were stopped, no prosecutions would be
attempted, whereas if sales continued ald the sal-s

, both buyers and sellersof all
bonds sold since the passage Of the act might be prosecuted Mr.
Wright thinks that the sales of these bonds would stand a court
tst, but as the act is directed also against purchasers, the
New York Office is afraid to start "anything and subject their
purchasers of the past few months to criminal prosecution. The
matter is apparently . a standstill while the director from
New York confers on thia side.

I spent my first evening with Professor Korovino
He has outlined a plan coSering the full three years, and it is
extraordinarily good in my opinion at the moment. He has given
me a mass of material in French and English to r.ead now and has
provided me with reading cards 0r the Institute of Soviet Law
and the Research Institute of Law in the Communist Academy. He
is most cordial, and our first discussion,although centering around
a detailed analysis of the plan, branched over into discussions of
the Soviet Nationality Laws, arriage Laws and their effect on foreign-
ers;Polands recent denunciation of the Minorities Treaty and
its effect on the sanctity of treaties or rahher on the very basis
of International Law itselfand the usefullness of International
Law in general. He was inclined to the viewpoint that International
Law could be useful only in the technical fields, as any attempt
to prevent wars under capitalism is futile. He is now preparing an
analyisis of Japanese treaties and not-es followed by a review of
what they actually did in th face of these ternational
obligations. The hook,ill contain no editria&comment bt will



be only a page by page comparison between the documents and the
subsequent facts. We have arranged to meet regularly every two
ve@ks and @iscuss the material I have read and any other problems
which I may raise. I feel that I have established the contact which
will start the whole plmn moving.

You may be interested in reading the notes exchanged between
the Soviet Ambassador ih Tokio and the inister of Foreign Affairs.
I have never seen such surprising accusations and slurs. Perhaps
th diplomatic language was lost in translation. ,!-, i i ....... iit

When I vised the Institute of Soviet Law and met the
director, I was surprized to find him wearing a long black robe
similar to those worn by iassachusetts Judges. It is only symbolical
of the growing respect the profession is expecting and getting.
The Institute is craded with a gr,eat many busy students, and the
course is said to be quite arduous. The Law libraries contain
many American Law books and the leading Law School periodicals and
reviews. Ny Russian Language teacher gives a course in English
in the Law Institute. It is in great demand among the lawyeros,
as is also French, which is coming back into favor with a rush and
is the fashionable study of the moment.

Herman Habicht is going back the the States for a acation.
I hope that you will have a chance to see him and get first hand
the story of my start. Heeserves any ezessions of appreciation
you may wish to make, for without him my first month here would have
beena a great deal harder. No one among the Americans is as well
equipped to smooth out the troubles of a start.

You may have read Chamberlin’s article in the Fall Foreign
Affairs. Oddly enough some of the prominent natives f the tova
were circularized by the publishers with notices of this coming
article urging purchase of this copy. Some of those who have
read it characterize it as"mean’: You may judge for yourself,but
from what I gather he has very definitely hurt his standing and
had better vacation in Wyoming hereafter. Several publications
lately have not contented themselves with publication of facts alone,
but have throm in superfluous editorial comment.en they arrive
over here,they do not help good relations.

Nro Bu!litt has had completed a huge wing on the Embassy
in which he will start an elaborate program of entertaining on his
return in January with a big ball scheduled for the th of that
month. Some quarters consider such face creating devices out of
keeping with the spirit of the town, saying they would be more
timely in Peking. The town buzzes with much other gossip which
discretion counsels me to carry only in my head. After all my
job is the law, and I am sticking right to that, and goodness knows
she is a hard enough mistress without taking on any other outside
intersts.Torgsin is reputed to be planning a program in the
course of which almost ll of the stores will be shut down. In
their place the new provision stores which claim to rival those
anywhere in,he world e will be placed in strat.egic locations.

Very sincerely yours

JNH.



October 28,1934.

Dear Mr. Rogrs;

Today marks the completion of the first
month of my language lessons, and to celebrate the occasion
we had a two hour examination. Both my teacher and I am in
favor of a real system and not just a drifting campaign, and
consequently we have tried to keep up a classroom atmoshpere
with frequent tests of progress. I can recall so well the
teacher I had in French at School. He was Captain of a
destroyer during the war, and his disciplinary methods
learned in the Navy were carried over into th classroom.
With the memory of those terrifying sessions clearly in
mind I can put on the screws a bit better by imagining that
each day I must face him with my new material. Ny present
teacher lacks his gruffness, but she is a demon for work, and
expects the best from her students. The examination showed
my wemk pints, and I might add that they were many, but I
do feel that there has been progress, although not as much as
I had hoped for. The first month was centered on learning some
words, and accustoming my ear to the language. Now that I have
somewhat of a vocabulary and can also grasp the idea of a
conversation we ar going to concentrate on grammar, while at
the same time keeping up our conversations and vocabulary
work.

I hear that Professor Harper is a bit disturbed
because he thinks that my concentration on law is not as
valuable as getting around and looking over everything. You
may hea some of his comments at a later date. I quite agree
with him that law alone, would be foolish, but I have always
worked at things singly,mastering first one and then going on
to the next. For that reason I am doing almost nothing now but
language, and next I hop to master the law. After that the
law will lead into an understanding of the way things get done.
I realize full vell that I must know some economics, and I have
already planned attendance at some lectures when my language is
adequate. So I beg you to bear with me during this preliminary
perio before the puzzle is put together and when it looks as
if all the attention were being put only on one corner of it.
I recall your comments on the last effort you made in this field
and how little was gained largely, because in sading over the
whole field nothing can be fullyanderstoodo enever I see the
Professor,he is all for the plan, but apparently comments
made in other quarters are more critical, and even with allowance
for distortion through the underground I find it difficult to
understand the attitude epessed in view of the progra which
was generally agreed upon by us all. But be that as it may, I
am looking forward to the day when I can converse in a group
of Russians and there will then be time to learn what goes on.

All is busy and the center of the town resounds
with the noise of construction as stands,billboards,and isplays
are put in place or th seventh of November. The great holes n
the streets whre the subway is bing built are being paved oer,
and the wooden work-shacks torn down. As a result the tn
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begins to look more presentable. The subway has been the great
task of the year, and from newspaper accounts it is to be a real
achievement. I recall that in N.Y. the building of the subay was
looked upon as a nuisance, but here everyone follovs every bit
of progress with the greatest enthusiam and the opening will
be an event of national impoz.tance.

If we could fd a large field we could have some
fun teaching the children how to play touch-football. Another
American and I have been tossing the ball around in a passageway
and the other day swarms of youngsters appeared and joined in.
They caught on to passing and kicking in short order, and we had
a good time of it. This younger group is an athletic crowd, and
with some good coaching they would do well. Americans continually
tell me that they miss the cheerfullness in the people, but most
of them would have a different story if they could see that crovd
of youngsters. No group ever had a better time or enjoyed themselves
more in the process.

I enclose a clipping about the purchase of cars.
You may be interested. The streets of this town are well filled
with them, and the contrast with four years ago is one of the
most marked of all the contrasts. I read at home storieg o the
impossibility of getting taxies, but if they ever were true, they
are no longer,for taxis are available at regular stations. To be
sure you often have to wait a bit for one,but you often have to wait
for a streetcar or subway at home. Perhaps we get used to vaitingo
It is the spirit of the Orient, and a lot of it has cept through
into these people. At first one is annoyed,but time fixes everything.
As one American in the Consulate said, the longer you are here the
less you notice to write hmme about. He is right, fr once unfamiliar
scenes soon become a commonplace.

Snow has not y come, and ewery one tel].s me that
this is the most unusual fall. Every day’s delay is a big help to
the builders, who are working feverishly to g.et the new buildings
far enough along so that only inside ork will remain to be done.
ere are some new cooperative apartment houses out near us, and
&lthough the construction is not yet complete I can see how
pleasant they are going to be.

y health is top notch, and my effective rate is
bout i00, so all goes well, except for my impatience to be able
to understand everything and talk well. If you have a moment some
time I should like to know how long it takes for theletters to go
through. Fantastic stories of delays at the frontier are circulating.
They are groundless so far as they refer to incoming mail. I have
no news on my own outgoing mail.

Very sincerely yours,

JNH.


